1322 Fretz Drive • Edmond OK 73003 • president@silverhawkhoa.com
Minutes from Open Meeting with Attorney, May 15th, 2018
Call Meeting to Order
A meeting for the SilverHawk homeowners was held on May 15th, 2018 at the
SilverHawk Clubhouse. It began at 6:30 pm and was presided over by Chris Painter,
with Mandy Lunsford as secretary.






Chris Painter introduced the Board members and then introduced Casey
Gray Attorney at Gungoll Jackson. Other attorneys present and part of the
discussion were Doug Jackson, Partner at Gungoll Jackson; Jason Hartwig,
Attorney at Tisdal & O’Hara; and Aaron Gwartney, Attorney at Gwartney Law
Group.
Casey Gray introduced himself and spoke about how the SilverHawk
homeowners are victims of an incident that has affected some more than
others. He has been contacted by several homeowners who are also his
friends, and he wanted to provide an opportunity for SilverHawk
homeowners to ask questions and to provide clarity and a path forward.
Gungoll Jackson has represented both sides, and has handled this exact issue
before. Mr. Gray has been on the phone with the Oklahoma Corporation
Commission (OCC) and has provided copies of the OCC incident report, as
well as the Department of Environmental Quality incident report, and a map
of the pipeline location (attached to end of minutes.)
Also present at the meeting was State Representative Kevin Calvey.
Representative Calvey introduced himself and stated that he will continue
working with the OCC, Sunoco, and everyone involved. It appears that the
incident is being taken seriously, but he will be SilverHawk’s advocate;
whatever you need, he is happy to help. He plans to keep in contact with the
HOA Board. He can be reached at (405) 557-7357 and
kevin.calvey@okhouse.gov

Questions & Discussion
 Raise your hand if you or a family member came into direct contact with the
mist. – About half of those present raised their hands.
 Can you provide a brief rundown of what happened in the similar case? – A
pipeline owned by the same oil company broke and entered the ground
water and water supply of a nearby neighborhood. If your home does not
have access to a water supply, is the home worth anything at all? What are
the damages? There are two types of damages; temporary and permanent.
What type of residue is in the lawn or on the house? If you pursue a law suit,
you will go to court and a jury of 12 must decide. When the oil gets into the
water, it causes a large problem. In this case, there was a settlement
confidentially – the oil company had to pay the homeowners the value of
their homes.
 One homeowner said that she has experienced a lack of communication from
Sunoco. They have offered to clean her home, but what is the scope of work?
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What are they proposing to do if the grass/plants die? She has not had her
house cleaned yet. – Attorney’s advice is to not wait for Sunoco to get around
to you. It is up to you as a homeowner to say this is what I expect from you,
and you need to do it.
What’s the appropriate clean up method? – Have the company put this in
writing. If you hire a firm, they will bring in experts to determine what
damages you have and what you need done to fix the damages.
A call center has been set up by Sunoco 855-430-4491, and Right of Way
(ROW) agents are walking the neighborhood to schedule clean up with
homeowners. Sunoco has said if something is not cleaned to the
homeowners’ satisfaction, it will be replaced. Sunoco representatives will be
in the SilverHawk Clubhouse Wednesday, May 16th from 7:00am to 7:00pm
to talk with homeowners.
Aaron Gwartney has hired Boomer Environmental to do an assessment for
his client’s property. He submitted the scope of work and estimate to one of
the ROW agents, Gaston. This scope of work and estimate has items on it that
Sunoco has not been talking about, such as roofs and landscaping. Mr.
Gwartney heard from the corporate attorney, and was told that Sunoco will
do the work, but the homeowner must sign a release for all future claims. Do
not sign anything with release language in it!
Plants to not like petroleum products. It can take a long period of time before
damage is manifested in your landscape.
Is this something I need to disclose if I sell my house in the future? – There is
a disclosure statement that you complete when you sell your house. If you
are aware of a blatant defect in the house, you must disclose it. This may
cause a loss of value, and this is part of the damages you could seek against
Sunoco. If you hire a firm, they would put a demand on the oil company’s
insurance company. You would negotiate back and forth. A claims person
would decide before value and after value. Everyone’s home will be different
based on the damages they incurred. Once you agree and sign, you are done.
You cannot come back later to try to claim more damages.
A homeowner who is also an attorney stated that he feels that if your
property was cleaned, it is no longer something that needs to be disclosed.
This is an event that was cleaned up. The residue has been removed.
Discussion about could there be anything left behind that you are unaware
of? All of the sudden, there could be a defect because something wasn’t
properly cleaned.
A homeowner stated that tarps were not used to catch the water when their
house as being cleaned. Homeowners stated that there are several different
clean up companies in the neighborhood; some are using tarps and some are
not. Some spend a few hours cleaning, and some clean quickly within one
hour. No consistency.
Will the EPA give certification that our land is clear? – There are two
investigations going on right now; one is the Pipeline Safety Division. They
are investigating why this happened, and what can be done to prevent this
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from happening again. They need to know how long the pipeline leaked
before it burst. Are other places in the pipeline leaking? We do not know all
the ingredients in the crude oil that was spilled. This is being tested. Air is
being monitored and soil samples are being taken.
Will we get documentation about the air/soil sample results? - Attorneys
have submitted an Open Records Request; any documents that are filed will
be sent to the attorney. The second investigation is the Oil & Gas Division;
investigating the scope of contamination and what needs to happen to make
it whole. The oil company will submit a report that describes why this
happened and what steps they are taking to remedy the situation.
OCC was aware that soil samples had been taken on Sunoco property, but
were not aware of samples taken in SilverHawk. Some homeowners said that
they have asked for a soil sample to be taken on their property, and others
have been contacted by Sunoco to take a sample.
A homeowner who works on pipelines stated that the pipeline that burst is
an 8” crude oil pipe with a liner. He believes the liner may be cracked for this
leak to occur. Something is messed up between the liner and the steel. This is
most likely part of the investigation to determine how the leak happened,
and how to keep it from happening again.
A homeowner is worried that SilverHawk now has a stigma, and that word
will get around. Who’s going to want to move into our neighborhood? – That
is why you bring an expert in to determine if your home values have been
affected by this incident. This expert can testify in court if you seek damages.
If we decide to hire an attorney, will we be paying out of pocket? – Gungoll
Jackson has drafted an Engagement Letter that is on a contingency basis. This
means that the firm is assuming all the risk and will be paying the expenses
to document the damages. If the homeowner is awarded, the firm will take a
percentage. Each individual case/home/family matters, and will be
accounted for. Some attorneys charge an hourly rate where the homeowner
is paying all the costs up front and gets their money back when awarded.
Gungoll Jackson believes in this enough to take the risk for the homeowner.
Aaron Gwartney stated that he also has an Engagement Letter that is a type
of contingency basis as well.
Chris Painter stated that the HOA is not favoring one firm over another.
These attorneys were invited at the request of several homeowners.
A homeowner stated that she spoke with her roofer and HVAC company, and
they are coming out to see if a homeowner’s insurance claim needs to be
filed.
A homeowner stated that their house was power washed by one of the
cleaning crews, and they now have chipped paint, damaged siding – if they
have Sunoco fix the damages from the cleanup, is that okay to do? – It is okay
to have them come fix everything, but do not sign a release!
A homeowner stated that she had her house painted a few days before the
incident. The day after the incident, her painter came out and cleaned with
Simple Green and washed the house. Later that day, she spoke to ROW agent
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Gaston. He told her to submit the cost of the cleanup and to get an estimate
from the painter for repairs. She has not submitted any bills to Gaston yet.
She is concerned because they did not use tarps when cleaning her house.
Sunoco has stated to the Board that tarps should be used no matter what.
Is this something that could turn into a class action? – Attorneys recommend
to pursue on an individual basis and not class action. Each person will have
unique damages and costs associated to their property. Would send a
demand letter with a page for each individual person because each case is
different.
Aaron Gwartney has been in contact with the OCC and has issued a Spoliation
Letter which means they must preserve all evidence. If they do not maintain
the evidence, the judge will instruct the jury to assume the worst.
My two year old plays in the yard. Are they any future health effects? – A
health professional would need to decide if there is a connection or causation
to any future health issues.
A homeowner recommended letting your doctors and pediatricians know
about the incident so it will be in their file. That way, if your child develops
asthma next year, they can see if there could be a connection.
What is the statute of limitations for the health issues? For a minor, it is until
the reach the age of 18. For an adult, it is over once you settle. Otherwise, it is
two years for an adult.
A homeowner spoke about her garden and if it was safe to eat from it. –
Recommended to not eat anything from the garden. The soil may need to be
replaced as well. Need an expert to determine this.
Is the HOA looking at the pool, ponds, etc.? – Yes; we have drained the pool
and had it acid washed and also washed several times by the cleaning
companies. The deck and fencing has also been washed. The playground has
been washed, and the wood chips will be replaced. We will also check the soil
to see if it needs to be replaced. We need to take water samples. We have not
checked the roof of the clubhouse. We will test the pool for oil residue prior
to opening.
Has the HOA hired an attorney? – Not at this time.
How do we know what to compare the soil samples to? Is there a before to
compare to the after? – The developer may have had soil testing done prior
to developing the neighborhood. That may be where we will get the before
samples.
Jason Hartwig stated that you need a 3rd party on your side. This 3rd party can
help with soil samples and assessing damages to your property. Each
individual has specific damages, but there is power in numbers. Possible
class action or mass action. Mass action is where you join together with
individual claims. You can also measure damages on a general basis and
present to Sunoco. If Sunoco is willing to cover your damages, you may not
need mediation. The 1st step is determining what are your damages?
In the beginning, you can have a 3rd party to advocate, not litigate. The three
groups of attorneys present are willing to work together.
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Everyone’s loss is unique to them.
A homeowner said she experienced a headache and a strong smell during the
incident, but the letter she received today from Sunoco said that there was
never anything harmful in the air. How can this be? – You must have an
expert to determine this.
A homeowner said that he has taken photos and documented damage to his
patio furniture and playground. How long should he keep these items around
before disposing of them? – Sunoco has stated that they will replace things
that cannot be cleaned.
A homeowner asked who is recording and will it be available? – Chris Painter
is recording for the HOA and his own personal use. You can reach out to him
to hear the recording.
A homeowner described his experience during the incident. He felt the
yellow moisture hit his face. What if he had been grilling and the oil residue
ignited? Can something that could have happened but didn’t be a part of your
claim? – No, it will not be in the equation.
Who determines if my home value has gone down? – A MLS certified
appraiser. They would look at the comparable sales before and after the
incident to see if the value has been affected.
Who determines if the common area is okay? – The HOA will hire a 3rd party
to determine this.
The cleaning crews are asking me if my house is cleaned to my standard. I
don’t know how to answer this. – Tell them you don’t know/do not answer
their question. Ask them if all the contamination gone.
Does anyone know if West Field Elementary has taken any legal action? –
Jason Hartwig has spoken with the Edmond School Board. A Safety Officer
approved the work after Sunoco did the cleanup. He is following up with the
school board. He is not sure if the Safety Officer did any testing, or if it was a
visual inspection only.
I received a paper to sign before they cleaned my property. Is it okay to sign?
– This is an Access Agreement which authorizes the company to come onto
your property to clean it. There is not release language, so it is okay to sign.
What are some examples of release language? – Release, discharge, forever
disclaim, relinquish.
A representative left the Access Agreement with us, but we hadn’t signed it
yet. Today while we were gone, they came onto our property and cleaned our
house. – This is trespassing. The oil residue landing on your property was a
trespass, and them cleaning your property without your permission is a
trespass.
If I have not allowed Sunoco to clean my property yet because I am still
reviewing my options, am I in danger of not being able to claim any damages?
– No, but if there is contamination, it needs to be removed.

Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 7:50pm.

SilverHawk HOA Secretary
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

CHRISTOPHER PAINTER <president@silverhawkhoa.com>
Wednesday, May 16, 2018 5:11 PM
Lunsford Mandy
Grant Mark; Hoffman Chad; Harting Autumn
Re: APPROVAL NEEDED - Minutes from Open Meeting with Attorneys

Importance:

High

Approve
Respectfully,
Chris R Painter
President | Silverhawk HOA
Mobile 405.412.5718

On May 16, 2018, at 4:58 PM, SilverHawk HOA Secretary <secretary@silverhawkhoa.com> wrote:
<Open Meeting with Attorney 5-15-18.pdf>
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SilverHawk HOA Secretary
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Autumn Cuellar <autumn@silverhawkhoa.com>
Wednesday, May 16, 2018 5:28 PM
CHRISTOPHER PAINTER
Lunsford Mandy; Grant Mark; Hoffman Chad
Re: APPROVAL NEEDED - Minutes from Open Meeting with Attorneys

On page 5, you may want to correct a misspelling for clarity's sake:
* Who determines if my home value has gone done - should be down.
Otherwise, approve.
Autumn
---- On Wed, 16 May 2018 15:11:10 -0700 CHRISTOPHER PAINTER
<president@silverhawkhoa.com> wrote ---Approve

Respectfully,
Chris R Painter
President | Silverhawk HOA
Mobile 405.412.5718
On May 16, 2018, at 4:58 PM, SilverHawk HOA Secretary <secretary@silverhawkhoa.com>
wrote:
<Open Meeting with Attorney 5-15-18.pdf>
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SilverHawk HOA Secretary
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

HOA Director <director@silverhawkhoa.com>
Wednesday, May 16, 2018 5:30 PM
president@silverhawkhoa.com
secretary@silverhawkhoa.com; treasurer@silverhawkhoa.com;
autumn@silverhawkhoa.com
Re: APPROVAL NEEDED - Minutes from Open Meeting with Attorneys

Approve
---- On Wed, 16 May 2018 15:11:10 -0700 president@silverhawkhoa.com wrote ---Approve

Respectfully,
Chris R Painter
President | Silverhawk HOA
Mobile 405.412.5718
On May 16, 2018, at 4:58 PM, SilverHawk HOA Secretary <secretary@silverhawkhoa.com>
wrote:
<Open Meeting with Attorney 5-15-18.pdf>
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SilverHawk HOA Secretary
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

HOA Treasurer <treasurer@silverhawkhoa.com>
Wednesday, May 16, 2018 9:29 PM
HOA Director
president@silverhawkhoa.com; secretary@silverhawkhoa.com;
autumn@silverhawkhoa.com
Re: APPROVAL NEEDED - Minutes from Open Meeting with Attorneys

Subject:

Approve.
---- On Wed, 16 May 2018 15:30:17 -0700 HOA Director <director@silverhawkhoa.com> wrote ---Approve

---- On Wed, 16 May 2018 15:11:10 -0700 president@silverhawkhoa.com wrote ----

Approve

Respectfully,
Chris R Painter
President | Silverhawk HOA
Mobile 405.412.5718
On May 16, 2018, at 4:58 PM, SilverHawk HOA Secretary
<secretary@silverhawkhoa.com> wrote:
<Open Meeting with Attorney 5-15-18.pdf>

--Mark Grant
Treasurer
Silverhawk HOA
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